Estimates of the number of objects in a line are made in many different situations, This paper demonstrates that besides the actual number of dots, aspects of line configuration affect the perceived numerosity of dotted lines. Experiment 1 provides evidence that the highly studied "clutter effect" in distance perception research replicates to the numerosity domain so that lines made up of more segments are perceived to contain more dots. Experiments 2-5 provide nomological validity for the recently proposed "direct distance" effect in distance perceptions by showing that numerosity perceptions are higher the greater the euclidean length between the line end points and by manipulating euclidean length in three orthogonal ways: the relative length of segments (Experiment 2), the angle between segments (Experiment 3), and the general direction of segments (Experiment 4). Experiment 5 conceptually replicates the results of Experiments 2-4 utilizing stimuli-based versus memory-based judgments and a discrimination task. Experiments 6 and 7 extend the research on spatial perception by demonstrating that the use of euclidean length as a source of information is inversely related to line width, with width varied through clutter (Experiment 6) and total line length (Experiment 7). Overall, the results demonstrate that the robustness of the euclidean length effect is contingent on the salience of alternative spatial heuristics-specifically, euclidean width. Theoretical implications are discussed.
of lengths of lines have been studied previously, there is little research on numerical perceptions of dotted lines (for exceptions, see Dixon, 1978, and Gelman, 1969) and no previous research on numerical perceptions of nonstraight dotted lines. We extend the research on numerical perceptions by focusing on nonstraight dotted lines. We augment the research on spatial perceptions (distance and numerical perceptions) by proposing additional spatial features that may affect perceptions of lines and demonstrating moderating factors and boundary conditions for effects previously demonstrated in the distance domain. Since there is little prior research on dotted lines, we first tested whether effects found in the distance domain replicate to the numerosity domain. Next, we tested for new spatial effects.
One effect that has been studied a lot in distance perception research is the "clutter effect," which proposes that the greater the clutter in a line-caused, for example, by intersections, barriers, turns-the greater in length the line will be perceived to be (Sadalla & Magel, 1980; Sadalla & Staplin, 1980) . Another effect that has been documented in a distance perception context is the euclidean length effect, which proposes that the greater the euclidean length between end points ofa nonstraight line, the greater the estimates of length of the line (Raghubir & Krishna, 1996) . Raghubir and Krishna proposed that euclidean length is used as a heuristic in estimating line length because of its salience and that its use is partially automatic in nature.
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In Experiment 1 we first show that the clutter effect observed for distance perceptions also holds for perception of number of dots along a line. We then explore the euclidean length hypothesis. We separately vary three factors that affect the euclidean length of a line: the relative length of segments (Experiment 2), the angle between segments (Experiment 3), and the overall general direction of segments (Experiment 4). The latter two have also been studied for distance perceptions with similar results (see Raghubir & Krishna, 1996) . Experiment 5 conceptually replicates the results of Experiments 2-4 utilizing stimuli-based versus memory-based estimates.
Experiments 6 and 7 extend the spatial perception literature by proposing that another spatial feature, namely the euclidean width ofthe line (where euclidean width is defined as the widest part of the straight line connecting the end points of the line configuration) affects the use of euclidean length as a source of information in estimating number. The larger the euclidean width, the greater is its salience relative to that of euclidean length. Thus, euclidean width moderates the euclidean length effect. Euclidean width of the line is varied through clutter (Experiment 6) and total line length (Experiment 7). Experiments 6 and 7 also test for the direct effect ofclutter and exposure time (Experiment 6), as well as total line length and number of dots (Experiment 7), on perceived numerosity. Results show that increasing the number ofdots increases perceived numerosity, but is subject to a regression to the mean effect. Further, although exposure time does not moderate the euclidean length effect, longer exposure times are associated with higher numerosity estimates. We also found that the clutter effect is moderated by other variables. In addition, we obtained mixed findings for the effect of total line length. Finally, while testing for the size of effects, we found that euclidean length is as good if not better predictor of estimated numerosity as the actual number of dots in a configuration.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The effect of visual cues on perceived numerosity has been studied for a long time (see Oppel, 1855; cited in Thorndyke, 1981) . In addition, the literature on distance perceptions in the fields of cognitive psychology (e.g., Allen & Kirasic, 1985; McNamara, 1986; McNamara, Ratcliff, & McKoon, 1984) , environmental psychology (e.g., Sadalla & Staplin, 1980) , and urban planning (e.g., Antes et al., 1988) has implications for perceived numerosity. We draw on both the literature on numerosity perception and the literature on distance perception to understand how people estimate the number of objects (e.g., dots) in a line.
Numerosity Perceptions
The numerosity literature documents that when subjects quantify a set of dots, they do not always count by enumeration (i.e., one at a time) and that the arrangement of dots has an important effect on the speed and accuracy of counting (Aoki, 1977; Atkinson, Cambell, & Francis, EFFECT OF LINE CONFIGURATION 493 1976a , 1976b Beckwith & Restle, 1966; Freeman, 1912; van Oeffelen & Vos, 1982 . Wolters, van Kempen, and Wijlhuizen (1987) have provided evidence that quantification of a small number of objects without counting may be done by pattern recognition rather than by subitizing (i.e., immediate apprehension of number). Pattern recognition may lead to biases in number perception. Frith and Frith (1972) demonstrated the "solitaire illusion," whereby one large cluster appeared to contain more elements than did several small clusters. Ginsburg (1978) showed that regular sets of dots were overestimated whereas random sets were underestimated. Vos (1982, 1984) have attempted to account for the number-pattern interaction on the basis of quantitative theory. Their approach is to develop an algorithm to simulate how a human perceiver deciphers the patterning in question.
The numerosity literature discussed in the previous paragraph focuses on 2-D dot patterns and specifically excludes lines of dots (van Oeffelen & Vos, 1982) , on which we focus in this paper. The exceptions are research by Dixon (1978) and Gelman (1969) . Dixon explored numerosity perceptions of uniformly spaced rows ofdots and found that incongruity between length and numerosity of an array increases the time required to estimate number. This result is consistent with Gelman's research showing that children use the length ofthe line in estimating the number of dots in a straight line.
Distance Perceptions
The literature on biases in distance perceptions is relevant for studying biases in numerosity perceptions, as people may use similar processes for estimating distance and number (Morris & Rule, 1988) . In a study on assimilation and contrast effects in sequential judgments, Morris and Rule found that judgments of magnitude, whether elicited using length estimates or numerosity estimates, were subject to similar biases and were highly correlated. Similarly, Luccio and Rodani (1983) found evidence demonstrating that numerosity and distance judgments have common aspects.
An area that has received much attention from distance perception researchers is the clutter effect. Clutter pertains to the presence ofadditional spatial features that need to be visually processed, and researchers have shown that the presence oflandmarks (Allen, 1981; Allen, Siegel, & Rosinski, 1978) , barriers (Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Nasar, 1985; Newcombe & Liben, 1982) , intervening points (Thorndyke, 1981) , and intersections (Sadalla & Staplin, 1980) increases perceived distance. Thorndyke found this effect using two points on a map separated by zero to three (cluttering) cities. Kosslyn et al. found this effect using two dots in a room separated by (cluttering) barriers. Sadalla and Staplin found it using one, four, or seven intersections along a path both in a laboratory and in a field setting.
Researchers have also tried to replicate the clutter effect using "turns" but have had mixed findings. Whereas Lee (1973) and Sadalla and Magel (1980) found evidence for overestimation of length as a function ofthe number of turns in the lines, Herman, Norton, and Klein (1986) found that paths with 2/4/8 turns were perceived to be no longer than equidistant paths with 0/1/2 turns, respectively. Raghubir and Krishna (1996) recently proposed that the mixed findings may be due to a second effect associated with turns, namely the euclidean length between the end points of the line. They demonstrated that the shorter the euclidean length, the shorter the perceived length of the line. The fact that turns increase clutter but decrease euclidean length can result in mixed findings regarding the effect of turns on perceived numerosity. Raghubir and Krishna proposed that euclidean length acts as a heuristic that subjects use to make an initial estimate of length that they later adjust in piecemeal, systematic processing of the line.
Although the clutter and euclidean length effects have been studied in the distance domain, they have not been studied in the numerosity domain. In addition, they have not been systematically varied together. Further, although the euclidean length effect has been studied by Raghubir and Krishna (1996) , further research is needed to determine how robust the effect is and under what conditions it holds. In this paper, after demonstrating that the euclidean effect moderates the clutter effect (Experiment I), we manipulate euclidean length in three orthogonal ways and provide nomological validity for the euclidean length effect (Experiments 2-6). Further, we identify another spatial factor moderating the effect of euclidean length in a spatial perception task, namely the euclidean width of the configuration (Experiments 6 and 7). These experiments are now described.
EXPERIMENT 1 The Interactive Effects of Euclidean Length and Clutter
Turns along a dotted line are a spatial feature that add clutter to the dotted line and also reduce the euclidean length between the end points of a line. On the other hand, intersections and spaces within a line increase clutter and also increase the euclidean length between the end points of a line. On the basis of the clutter effect, we predicted that lines with features such as turns, intersections, and gaps would be perceived as containing more dots than a control line without these features. However, on the basis of the euclidean length hypothesis, we predicted that a line with an intersection or gaps would be estimated as longer than a line with turns.
Method
Subjects were 59 graduate students of business at a large northeastern university who completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class. We used a 4 (spatial stimuli: intersection, gaps, turns, and control) X 2 (orientation: horizontal or vertical) mixed design. The spatial stimuli factor was administered within subjects and the orientation factor was administered between subjects. The control line was a straight, uncluttered line. The orientation (vertical or horizontal) of the stimuli was counterbalanced as this has been shown to affect estimates oflength (Muller-Lyer illusion, Brosvick & Cohen, 1988; Finger & Spelt, 1947) . The horizontal orientation is presented in Figure IA . In the vertical orientation the map was rotated 90°. Because of potential biases that unequal spacing could cause (Dixon, 1978) ,dots were equally spaced within and across manipulations, except when the manipulation itself called for a space between dots.
Each subject was shown four lines ( Figure IA) . Each line contained 19 dots. Subjects were then instructed to turn the page (after seeing Figure IA for as long as they wished) and to estimate the number of dots in each line. At the beginning of the exercise, subjects were instructed not to turn to a previous or later page. They were told specifically not to count the number of dots. Each line was named by a randomly selected letter. After answering questions on demographics (including gender), and right-or left-handedness (as this has been shown to affect spatial judgments, e.g., Masin & Agostini, 1991), subjects were debriefed and excused. The procedure took approximately 10 min.
Results and Discussion
We found that subjects took between 20 sec and 2 min to look at the stimuli. Neither gender nor handedness had an effect and these variables are not included in the analysis. Lines in the vertical orientation were perceived to have more dots than those in the horizontal orientation. However, this was significantly different only for the line with gaps (p < .05) and not for lines with turns or intersections (p > .2).1 The remainder of the analysis includes orientation as a design factor.
Overall, the results support the hypothesis that clutter increases estimated number, but the magnitude of this effect is reduced if clutter decreases the euclidean length between the end points of the line (Figure I B) . A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) including orientation as a between-subjects factor showed an overall effect of configuration on estimates of number of dots [F(3,171) = 19.46,p < .001 ; within-subjects standard error, SEws = 0.37].2 As seen in the pairwise contrasts reported in Figure IB , the control line was estimated to have significantly fewer dots (M = 15.5, SD = 4.0) than the three others [turnsM = 16.5, SD = 4.1; t(58) = 1.85, p<.07;intersectionsM= 19.2,SD = 5.2,t(58) = 6.64, p < .001; gaps M = 18.0, SD = 4.8; t(58) = 4.28, p < .00 I]. Thus, clutter due to turns, intersections, or gaps did lead to number estimates larger than the control (the straight, uncluttered) line.
In support of the euclidean length hypothesis, the line with turns was estimated to have fewer dots than the line with gaps [t(58) = 3.00,p < .004], and was also estimated to have fewer dots than the line with intersections [t(58) = 5.31,p < .001]. Thus, spatial features that decreased euclidean length reduced the clutter effect, versus spatial features that increased the euclidean length.
To summarize, in Experiment I, we found that clutter through the presence of intersections, gaps, and turns increased perceived numerosity of a line. Hence, we were able to successfully replicate the clutter effect found in distance estimates to numerosity estimates. Furthermore of clutter if clutter decreases the euclidean length of a line. We demonstrated that features that clutter and decrease euclidean length (such as turns) tend to decrease the perceived numerosity of a line and that features that clutter and increase euclidean length (such as intersections and gaps) tend to increase perceived numerosity, though all three lines with clutter were estimated to have more dots than the straight, uncluttered control line. This effect was found in spite of the fact that subjects could view the figure for as long as they wanted. Also, although subjects were instructed not to count dots, some subjects may have done so, and some may have counted in part and then extrapolated to form their perceptions. This leads us to have greater faith in our results.
In Experiments 2-4, we further investigated the effect of euclidean length, controlling for the presence and amount of clutter in the arrangement of dots on a line.
EXPERIMENT 2 Length of the Line Segments
One spatial feature that affects the euclidean length between the end points of a line made up of two segments is the relative length of these segments. When two segments are equal, the euclidean length between the end points is shorter than when they are of unequal lengths. For line segments making a 90°angle, the hypotenuse is a direct measure of the euclidean length between the end points of the lines. Thus, in Figure 2A , line W is composed oftwo equal segments, and its hypotenuse (euclidean length) is shorter than that of line F, which is composed of two unequally sized segments. This feature is orthogonal to other spatial features that bias distance perceptions such as the number of turns in the lines (Sadalla & Magel, 1980, Experiment 1) . In this experiment, we wished to investigate whether the relative length of line segments affects numerosity perceptions. Since lines composed of two equal segments have a smaller euclidean length than do lines composed of two unequal segments, we expected that the former line would be perceived as having fewer dots than the latter.
Method
Fifty-five graduate students ofbusiness at a large northeastern university completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class. We used a within-subjects design in which subjects were presented a map ( Figure 2A ) that had a pair oflines with two segments connected with a 90°angle. Both lines were of equal length, each composed of 37 dots. In one line the two segments had an equal number of dots (18 dots each with I dot connecting the two segments), whereas in the other line one segment (26 dots) was longer than the other (10 dots, I dot connecting the two segments). Dots were equally spaced within and across lines, so that the lines with segments of equal length were 25 mm each in length and had a hypotenuse (euclidean length) of 36 mm, whereas the line with segments of unequal lengths had a hypotenuse of 40 mm between the longer segment (38 mm) and the shorter segment (13 mm). Randomly selected letters were used to name the lines in Experiments 2-4. Subjects were asked to study the map closely and estimate the number of dots in each line.
In Experiments 2-4, the left-right orientation of each map was flipped for half the subjects. The potential effect of the verticalhorizontal orientation was controlled by having all the manipulations along the vertical axis. Left-right orientationofthe stimuli did not have an effect in any of the three experiments and is not discussed further.
Results and Discussion
We expected that the line with the shorter hypotenuse (shorter euclidean length) would be estimated as having fewer dots than the line with the larger angle. The results supported this hypothesis ( Figure 2B ). The line with a smaller hypotenuse was estimated to contain marginally fewer dots (M = 29.1, SD = 9.0) than the line with the longer hypotenuse [M = 30.2, SD = 9.7; F(l,54) = 2.39, p < .065, one-sided, SEws = 0.55; see Figure 2B ]. Both these estimates represent a significant underestimation of the actual number of dots [t(54) = 6.57 and 5.17, respectively, bothps < .01].
The results ofExperiment 2 are consistent with the euclidean length hypothesis that the shorter the euclidean length between two end points of a line, the lower the perceived numerosity of the line. However, there is a competing explanation for the results. In this experiment the two line segments were of unequal length. The absolute length of segments can itselfaffect length perceptions, with longer lengths being underestimated relative to shorter ones (e.g., Dainoff, Miskie, Wilson, & Crane, 1974) . Therefore, the different absolute lengths of the segments, rather than the differential euclidean length, could be affecting our results. In the following experiment, we control for the length of segments and manipulate euclidean length through the size of the angle between segments.
EXPERIMENT 3
Size of Angle
The euclidean length of two equally long lines containing an equal number of turns is greater with a larger angle between line segments (see Figure 3A , where line V has a larger angle between its end points and a larger euclidean length than does line D). This feature is orthogonal to other spatial features that bias distance perceptions, such as the number of turns in the lines (Sadalla & Magel, 1980, Experiment I) , and controls for EFFECT OF LINE CONFIGURATION 497 segment lengths that are equal across lines (Experiment 2). In this experiment, we wished to examine whether the size of the angle between segments affects numerosity perceptions in such a way that the wider the angle (and hence the larger the euclidean distance), the greater the perceived numerosity of a line of dots. In a study related to urban planning, Byrne (1979) found that people's estimates ofangles were distorted toward 90°. Ninety degrees, thus, seems to be a reference point for people. Thus in the present experiment, euclidean length was manipulated through size of the angle, controlling for the possible bias of distorted perceptions of angularity toward 90°.
Method
Fifty-five graduate students of business at a large northeastern university completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class. Subjects were presented a map ( Figure 3A ) that had a pair oflines with four segments each. The overall length was 25 dots for each line across four segments (6, 6, 6, and 7 dots). In one of the lines, the segments were connected to each other with a 45°angle, whereas in the other they were connected with a 135°a ngle. The acute angle and the obtuse angle diverge from a right angle by exactly 45°, thus controlling for the possible effect of angularity perception being distorted toward 90°. The euclidean length in the acute-angle line was 16 mm and that in the obtuseangle line was 34 mm. 
Results and Discussion
As expected, the line with the acute angle was estimated as having fewer dots (M = 2404, SD = 7.2) than the line with the obtuse angle [M = 27.0, SD = 7.3, F(l,54) "" 19A4,p < .01, SEws = 0041; see Figure 3B ]. Therefore, the results support the hypothesis. The results of Experiment 3 provide further evidence that the angle between segments of a line affects its perceived numerosity. One explanation for the results of Experiment 3, however, may be that lines with larger angles (and not the euclidean length, per se) are associated with larger perceived number. In the next experiment we manipulated euclidean length, keeping the angle between segments the same, by manipulating the overall direction of segments.
EXPERIMENT 4 Direction of Line Segments
The euclidean length between the two end points of a multisegmented, nonstraight line is also affected by the general direction ofthe line segments. A line is unidirectional when the segments of the line follow the same general direction on both the east-west and north-south axes. Alternatively, a line in which segments retrace their direction on at least one ofthe two axes is a retraced line ( Figure 4A : Line P is the retraced line and line E is the unidirectional line). Simply stated, by retracing we mean turning back and going along the same direction that one just moved on, as opposed to continuing in the same direction. The line that retraces its direction has a shorter euclidean length between line end points than does the unidirectional line. The direction factor is orthogonal to other factors shown to affect numerosity perceptions, such as the presence of clutter (Experiment 1), relative length of segments (Experiment 2), and angularity of segments (Experiment 3).
Method
Fifty-five graduate students of business at a large northeastern university completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class. Subjects were presented a map ( Figure 4A ) that had a pair oflines with an identical number of dots (56) except that one ofthe lines was unidirectional, like a series of steps, whereas the other retraced its direction, like a snake. The euclidean length between the start and end of the retraced line was 22 mm, whereas the euclidean length for the unidirectional line was 60 mm. The two lines had an identical number of turns (9 each); the short segments had 4 dots and the long ones had 8 dots each. To control for angularity, we used right angles between all segments.
Results and Discussion
As expected, we found that the line that retraced its direction was estimated to contain fewer dots (M = 45. Figure 4B ].
The general direction of a line was found to affect the perceived numerosity of lines containing an identical number of dots. The line that retraced its direction was estimated to be shorter than the one that did not. This result, taken together with the results of Experiments 2 and 3, provides convergent support for the euclidean length hypothesis. The relative length of segments, the angle between segments, and the overall direction of segments all affected the perceived numerosity of a line. A parsimonious explanation covering these factors is the euclidean effect.
EXPERIMENT 5 Memory-Based Versus Stimuli-Based Judgments
The procedure employed in Experiments 1-4 required subjects to view the stimuli and then turn the page to respond to the questions. Therefore, the responses may represent a response to memory-based stimuli. To the extent that memory-based representations are themselves biased, the results may reflect a memory-based distortion of spatial features. Therefore, it can be argued that in situations in which stimuli are physically present at the time of judgment (e.g., you are in front of two waiting lines and need to decide which to join), judgments would be less biased by the presence of spatial features. On the other hand, Raghubir and Krishna (1996, Experiments 4 and 5) showed that judgments may, in fact, be more inaccurate when they are stimuli-based due to sheer physical presence leading to the greater salience of the biasing euclidean length heuristic. To understand the extent to which our results were dependent on whether the experimental task is memory based or stimuli based, we conducted Experiment 5.
Method
Fifty-seven graduate students of business at a large northeastern university completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class. The procedure was similar to that of previous experiments, with the following differences: (I) Subjects were asked to provide their responses on the same page as the stimuli, rather than on the next page. (2) The dependent measure used was a task to estimate which line had fewer dots, rather than to give an exact estimate of the number of dots in each line. This was because with the stimuli directly in front of them, subjects would be more inclined to count if they were given an estimation task rather than the simpler discrimination task. (3) Subjects were exposed to three maps ' (Figures 2A, 3A , and 4A), with order of presentation and left-right orientation counterbalanced. Subjects were asked to choose which of the two lines they believed had fewer dots.
Results and Discussion
Orientation and order of administration did not have main or interaction effects and are not reported. A binomial test was performed to test whether a significant majority perceived the line with a shorter euclidean length as having fewer dots. The results are presented in Figure 5 and conform to expectations.
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Long versus short hypothenuse. The line with the equal segments was estimated to be shorter than the line with unequal segments by 41 out of 57 respondents (z = 3.68, p < .01).
Acute versus obtuse angle. The line with the acute angles was estimated to be shorter than the line with the obtuse angles by 37 out of 57 respondents (z = 2.36,p< .01).
Same versus retraced direction. The line that retraced its direction was estimated to be shorter than the line that was unidirectional by 44 out of 57 respondents (z = 4.89,p < .01).
To summarize, the results ofExperiments 2-4 were replicated using a discrimination task as opposed to an estimation task, with the stimuli directly present in front of the subjects. Therefore, even when the stimulus was directly in front of them, and they did not have to rely on a memory-based representation, subjects consistently demonstrated perceiving lines with shorter euclidean length as having fewer dots. It appears that people use the euclidean length between line end points to estimate number of dots in a nonstraight line.
However, in Experiments 1-5, lines differing in euclidean length were shown to subjects at the same time. This could make the difference in euclidean length more salient and increase its effect. On the other hand, it could be argued that with the two lines presented alongside it may be more apparent that the lines differ only in euclidean length (and not in number), and hence the euclidean length effect may be lower. In Experiments 6 and 7 we explored whether the euclidean effect is robust across experimental procedures. Not only did we show stimuli one at a time, but, unlike Experiments 1-5, in Experiments 6 and 7 we tested for the euclidean length effect under short, controlled exposure times.
More importantly, Experiments 2-5 show that euclidean length influences subjects' numerosity judgments when two lines of equal length, with an 'equal amount of clutter, and containing the same number of dots differ in euclidean length. Consistent with Raghubir and Krishna (1996) , we believe this is due to the perceptual salience of euclidean length. Experiments 6 and 7 tested the generalizability of the euclidean length effect by systematically varying other spatial features that reduce the salience of euclidean length.
EXPERIMENT 6 The Interactive Effects of Clutter and Euclidean Length
We have proposed that people use the information provided by the euclidean length ofa row of dots to estimate the number of dots in the line. However, given that we tested for this effect with nonstraight lines (lines with turns), there is another dimension of the line configuration that may affect perceived numerosity, namely the euclidean width of the configuration. In fact, in Experiments 2-5, when the euclidean length of the configuration increased, the euclidean width decreased (see Figures 2A, 3A , and 4A). Ifangularity (i.e., the angle between line segments) is used to manipulate euclidean length, the euclidean width of the line configuration is a function of the number of line segments, or clutter ( Figure 6A ). The greater the number of line segments, for the same euclidean and total line length, the smaller the width of the overall dot configuration. We propose that the wider the euclidean width, the lower the salience of euclidean length. Hence, euclidean width should moderate the euclidean length effect in such a way that the lower the euclidean length/ width ratio, the lower the euclidean length effect. In other words, in an arrangement in which the predominant dimension is the length of the arrangement, euclidean length is more likely to be used as a source of information in estimating number and should exert a greater effect on the perceived numerosity than when both euclidean length and width are prominent.
The preceding paragraph shows that since clutter affects the euclidean width of the line, it may moderate the euclidean length effect. Thus far we have not tested for these interactive effects of euclidean length and clutter. In Experiment 1 we did not systematically vary both clutter and euclidean length. In Experiments 2-5 we held clutter constant and varied only euclidean length. Hence, we did not directly test whether euclidean length and clutter work interactively-that is, whether the strength ofthe euclidean length is moderated by the effect of clutter, and vice versa. In Experiment 6 we varied both clutter and euclidean length to test for the moderating effect of clutter on the euclidean length effect. We also controlled subjects' exposure time to single stimuli shown in multiple trials and varied it at two different levels.
Method
Subjects were 122 undergraduate students at a large business school who completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class for partial course credit. We used a 2 X 2 X 2 (euclidean length X clutter X exposure time) mixed design, with euclidean length and clutter as within-subjects factors and exposure time to stimuli as a between-subjects factor. Euclidean length was varied at 50 and 100 mrn, and clutter at 5 segments and 10 segments. Exposure time to each stimuli was controlled at 10 or 15 sec. We call the two levels of each factor "low" and "high." The lines were similar to those in Experiment 3, in which we manipulated direct distance by manipulating the angle between segments using lines composed of more than two segments. All segments were of equal length (125 mm long) and contained 50 dots, ensuring equal dot spacing within and across stimuli (see Figure 6A) To control exposure time to the stimuli, subjects were shown the transparencies of the stimuli on an overhead projector. They were given a single sheet of paper to record their responses. They were asked to estimate the number of dots in each line and were told specifically not to count the number of dots. Finally, subjects were debriefed and excused. The procedure took approximately 15 min.
Results
We did a repeated measures ANOVA with euclidean length and clutter as within-subjects factors, exposure time as a between-subjects factor, and estimate of number as the dependent variable.
Main effect ofeuclidean length. Consistent with Experiments 1-5, the analysis revealed a significant main effect of euclidean length [F(I,118) = 14.77, P < .001, SEws = 1.24]4 such that lines with a longer euclidean length were estimated to contain more dots (Ms = 62.175 vs. 57.43). Therefore, the results documented in Experiments 1-5 were replicated with a different experimental procedure.
Moderating effect ofclutter on the euclidean length effect. Consistent with our hypothesis that clutter would moderate the euclidean length effect, the interaction between euclidean length and clutter was significant [F(l,118) = 5.99, p < .05, SEws = 1.04]. We expected that the euclidean length effect would be stronger when the configuration was less wide (i.e., had higher clutter). In support of this hypothesis, whereas euclidean length was significant under the high-clutter (low-width) con- Figure 6A) . Thus, euclidean width and/or euclidean length may moderate the clutter effect. This needs further research.
Effects of stimuli exposure time. Stimuli exposure time did not interact significantly with either euclidean length or clutter (p > .25), showing that exposure time did not moderate the euclidean length or clutter effects or their interaction. However, exposure time had a direct effect on perceived numerosity: Perceived numerosity was higher under the longer exposure time [Ms = 55.34 and 64.27; F(l,118) = 14.6,p < .001]. This effect needs to be explored further in future research (see General Discussion). Cell means are given in Figure 6B .
Discussion
In Experiment 6 we were able to successfully replicate the euclidean length effect of Experiments 1-5 using short, controlled duration times and varying experimental procedure by showing subjects the stimuli one at a time. Thus, it appears that the euclidean length effect noted in Experiments 1-5 is robust.
Further, in this experiment we proposed and demonstrated the moderating effect of euclidean width on the euclidean length effect in such a way that under conditions oflow euclidean width (high clutter), the euclidean effect was stronger than under conditions of low euclidean width (low clutter). This result is consistent with our argument that the use of euclidean length as a source of information is inversely related to the salience of alternate sources of information that could be used to make a judgment.
However, as discussed in Experiment I, clutter may exert a direct effect on numerosity estimates apart from the indirect effect through euclidean width proposed here. Therefore, we need additional evidence that euclidean width, rather than clutter per se, moderates the effect of euclidean length. The next experiment manipulated euclidean width by increasing total line length, holding clutter constant.
EXPERIMENT 7 The Interactive Effects of Total Line Length and Euclidean Length
In this experiment, we varied euclidean width by manipulating total line length. We predicted that, given an equal number ofline segments (clutter) and same euclidean length, the width of the configuration would be greater at longer line lengths ( Figure 7A ).
The only reason total line length and euclidean length differ is that we are investigating nonstraight lines. It can be argued that in much the same way that people use euclidean line length to estimate numerosity, they may use total line length to estimate numerosity. To isolate the effects of total line length and euclidean line length, we manipulated the two orthogonally. We were thus also able to study the direct effect of total line length on perceived numerosity.
To test the robustness of the euclidean length effect and the moderating effect of euclidean width on euclidean length, in this experiment we also manipulated a third factor-actual number of dots. We expected a direct effect of the number of dots on perceived numerosity: the greater the number ofdots in an arrangement, the greater the estimate of numerosity. Further, on the basis of previous research on distance perceptions (Dainoff et a!., 1974; McNamara et a!., 1984; Newcombe & Liben, 1982) , we expected that the likelihood of underestimation of the number of dots would increase as the actual number of dots increases (or the likelihood of overestimation decreases), consistent with an overall regression to the mean effect. 
Method
Subjects were 62 undergraduate students at a large business school who completed the experimental task during a regularly scheduled class for partial course credit. We used a 2 X 2 X 2 (spatial stimuli: euclidean length, number of dots, and metric length) within-subjects design. Euclidean length was varied at 50 and 100 mm, number of dots at 50 and 100, and metric line length at 125 and 200 mm ( Figure 7A ).5 Given the results of Experiment 6, which showed that the effect of euclidean length was smaller for this condition, clutter was kept constant at five segments so as to be more conservative. Hence, if we obtained a euclidean length effect at the lower clutter level, we would have greater confidence in our results. Further, to reduce any possibility of enumeration, time duration for stimuli viewing was reduced to 5 sec.
Note that manipulating the three variables also changed the angle between segments, the dot spacing, and the length of the line segments. For longer total line lengths or fewer number ofdots (all else being the same), the spacing between dots increased. With longer euclidean length, the angle between segments increased. For longer total line length, the length of line segments increased.
The experiment procedure was the same as in Experiment 6 and took around 20 min.
Results
Results from a 2 X 2 X 2 repeated measures ANOYA are reported below. Effects hypothesized a priori are dis- Number of dots. Not surprisingly, the main effect of actual number ofdots was significant [F(l,58) = 123.71, P < .001, SEws = 3.9]. Lines with 50 dots were perceived to have fewer dots than lines with 100 dots (overall Ms = 49.6 vs. 77.9). Further, consistent with the regression to the mean effect hypothesized, perceived numerosity of lines with 100 dots was underestimated (McNamara et aI., 1984) .
Total line length. wide configurations, we expected that the longer the total length of the configuration (i.e., the wider the configuration), the smaller the effect of the euclidean length. As expected, the interaction between these two factors was, indeed, significant [F(1,58) = 15.29, P < .001,
Follow-up analyses revealed that at short line lengths (125 mm), the main effect of euclidean length was significant: Lines with a shorter euclidean length were estimated to have fewer dots than were those with longer euclidean lengths [Ms = 56.37 vs. 70.66; F(1, 60) = 40.66, P < .001] . On the other hand, for long line lengths (200 mm), the overall effect of euclidean length-although in the expected direction did not approach conventionallevels of significance [Ms = 64.27 vs. 67.28; F(1, 59 ) = 1.66,P < .10]. The weaker effect of euclidean length for lines with longer total length is consistent with the proposition that the wider the configuration, the lower the effect ofeuclidean length on numerosity perceptions.
Follow-up contrasts also revealed that higher total line length significantly increases perceived number under low euclidean length (p < .001), but not under high euclidean length (p = .12). Therefore, the effect of total line length on numerosity estimates does not appear to be robust.
Other results. The interaction between euclidean length and number of dots was significant [F(1,58 . This may be driven in part by the regression to the mean effect, whereby subjects underestimate large numbers. If the perceived number of dots is very large, subjects may downsize their perception overall for both the configuration with long euclidean lengths and the configuration with short euclidean lengths, thus diminishing the euclidean length effect.
Relative effects. We were also interested in the relative size of effect for the different spatial features. Thus, we also analyzed the data using regression, with euclidean length, number of dots, line length, and all interactions of these variables as independent variables and estimate of number as the dependent variable. Note that this regression analysis was done across all subjects so that each of the 62 subjects yielded 8 data points. Therefore, the results of this regression analysis may differ slightly from the ANOVA results reported above.
The regression revealed that euclidean length (measured in millimeters) had the largest significant effect on perceived numerosity (f3 = 1.358,p < .025), actual number of dots the second largest (f3= 1.29,p < .05) , and line length the next largest effect, though it was only marginally significant (f3 = 0.465, p < .1). There was also a marginally significant negative interaction between euclidean length and total line length (f3 = -0.0059,p < .1); the effect ofeuclidean length was weaker when total line length was higher (width was larger). This is consistent with our hypothesis that euclidean width moderates the euclidean length effect. Regression effects are reported in Table 1 .
Experiments 6 and 7 show that reducing clutter and increasing line length, both of which increase euclidean width while holding the other constant, lead to diminished effects of euclidean length. Thus, euclidean width does indeed appear to be a moderator of the euclidean length effect. Further, it appears that euclidean length may be as good if not a better predictor of estimated numerosity than the actual number of dots.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this paper we wanted to explore factors that affect consumers' perceptions of numerosity of a line. Overall, our results suggest that euclidean length is a highly salient heuristic that subjects use to estimate number in nonstraight lines. The robustness of the euclidean length effect was exhibited under different manipulations of euclidean length-namely, relative length of segments (Experiment 2), angle between segments (Experiment 3), and direction of segments (Experiment 4). We also found a significant effect under both memory-based judgments (Experiments 1-4) and stimuli-based judgments (Experiment 5), under uncontrolled stimuli exposure times (Experiments 1-5) and controlled and varied stimuli exposure times (Experiments 6 and 7), under exposure to multiple stimuli in a single trial (Experiments 1-5), and under exposure to single stimuli in multiple trials (Experiments 6 and 7).
However, the use of euclidean length as a heuristic in estimating number is inversely related to the salience of alternative heuristic inputs such as the euclidean width of the stimuli. Thus, when the width of the line configuration was varied by manipulating clutter (Experiment 6) or total line length (Experiment 7), the euclidean length effect was found to be stronger when euclidean width was low.
EFFECT OF LINE CONFIGURATION 505 In Experiment I, consistent with the clutter effect, we found that lines with intersections, gaps, or turns were perceived to have more dots than a control line without these features. In addition, consistent with the euclidean length effect, lines with intersections and gaps (lines with greater euclidean length) were estimated to have a greater number of dots than were lines with turns (lines with smaller euclidean length).
The euclidean length effect, controlling for clutter, was further explored in Experiments 2-4 by manipulating the effect of relative length of segments (Experiment 2), angle between segments (Experiment 3), and direction of segments (Experiment 4). We found consistent support for the euclidean length effect. In Experiment 5, we replicated these results in a context in which the stimuli were present in front of the subject, using a discrimination task rather than an estimation task.
Experiments 6 and 7 extended the spatial perception literature by proposing another spatial feature that may affect perception of number, namely the euclidean width of the line configuration. We proposed that increased width of the line increases its salience and decreases the use ofeuclidean length as a heuristic in estimating number. Thus, euclidean width moderates the euclidean length effect. Euclidean width of the line was varied through clutter (Experiment 6) and total line length (Experiment 7). Consistent with our hypothesis, the experiments showed that the higher the euclidean length/width ratio, the greater the effect of euclidean length.
In addition, Experiments 6 and 7 tested the direct effect of clutter and exposure time (Experiment 6), as well as total line length and number of dots (Experiment 7), on perceived numerosity. The results showed that increase in number of dots increases perceived numerosity, but is subject to a regression to the mean effect. Clutter was significant only for high euclidean length and not for low euclidean length, showing the need for further research on moderators of the clutter effect. In addition, we obtained mixed findings for the effect of total line length. This paper extends the research on numerical perceptions by focusing on dotted lines, which have not received much attention in spite of their importance in decision making (see examples in introduction). We replicated the clutter effect and euclidean length effects found in the distance domain to the numerical domain and found results consistent with those in the distance domain. However, we demonstrated the moderating effect of euclidean width for the euclidean length effect. We also demonstrated the need for further research ofthe clutter effect to uncover potential moderating factors. Further, we found that the effect of total line length was not robust. Hence, our research reveals that the effects of euclidean length, euclidean width, total line length, clutter, angle between segments, dot spacing, and length of line segments have individual and interactive effects on perceived numerosity.
Researchers in this field might also further explore the degree to which higher exposure time leads to higher estimates of numerosity. Future research could also investigate whether the manner in which euclidean length (and width) affect estimates ofdots follows a two-stage anchorand-adjust process. That is, do people anchor on euclidean length/width and then adjust their estimates based on the configuration ofthe line? An investigation ofscan times in which subjects are instructed to scan each line of dots and to respond when they reach the end would elucidate this issue (cf. Kosslyn, Ball, & Reiser, 1978) . 6 For the researcher studying biases in perceived length or number, our research suggests that experimental stimuli should control for the potential confounding effect of euclidean length between the end points of a line and for the euclidean width of the line. Thus, relative length of segments, angularity, and directionality of segments should be controlled for in investigations of how different spatial features lead to biased estimates oflength and number, since they increase the euclidean length of the line. Also, clutter, total line length, and euclidean length should be controlled since they affect the width ofthe line.
At a general level, the research presented in this paper provides further evidence that people may use simplifying heuristics to make spatial judgments such as euclidean length and euclidean width. Reliance on these heuristics depends on the salience of alternative sources of information that could be used to make ajudgment. Future research might investigate the manner in which simplifying I-D heuristics, such as length and width, may be inappropriately combined to make 2-D judgments ofarea or 3-D judgments of volume.
2. Loftus and Masson (1994) have pointed out that the standard deviation around the mean may be misleading in analyses of data from within-subjects experiments. They suggested using the mean square of the interaction between subject and condition to determine the standard error for the confidence interval. In a repeated measures design, since there is just one factor (condition), the equivalent measure is the mean square within. Thus, although we report standard deviations around means, we also provide the within-subjects standard error, which is computed as sqrt(MSw/n), where n is the number of subjects.
3. The subjects were actually exposed to four maps. However, we later found unequal dot spacing in one map and thus have not reported the results for this map.
4. Degrees of freedom for certain analyses are lower because of partial nonresponse by subjects.
5. Four of the stimuli in Experiment 7 were identical to those in Experiment 6 and are not repeated in Figure 7A .
6. We thank Richard Block for this suggestion (see also Block, 1982) .
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